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???????????????????????????? JFL ???????21 ?
????????????????????? 13 ? (62%)????????? (19%)?
???????? (19%)???????? EFL ???????24 ?????????
????????????? 11 ? (46%)????????? (33%)?????????
? (21%)???????????????????????????????????
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??????????????????????????????? EFL ??? 76 ?











????????? (18.2%)????????? (16.9%)????? (15.6%)???
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? ?? JFL????? EFL????? 
1 ?? 269 47.3 280 30.6 
2 ???? 97 17.0 59 6.4 
3 ??????? 77 13.5 57 6.2 
4 ?????? 29 5.1 54 5.9 
5 ???????? 19 3.3 129 14.1 
6 ?? 12 2.1 0 0.0 
7 ?? 10 1.8 11 1.2 
8 ???? 8 1.4 44 4.8 
9 ???? 5 0.9 22 2.4 
10 ???? 5 0.9 18 2.0 
11 ???? 5 0.9 7 0.8 
12 ?? 5 0.9 3 0.3 
13 ???? 5 0.9 2 0.2 
14 ???????? 4 0.7 39 4.3 
15 ????? 4 0.7 15 1.6 
16 ?????? 4 0.7 8 0.9 
17 ????? 3 0.5 3 0.3 
18 ??????? 2 0.4 4 0.4 
19 ????? 2 0.4 1 0.1 
20 ?? 1 0.2 44 4.8 
21 ????????????? 1 0.2 17 1.9 
22 ?? 1 0.2 5 0.5 
23 ?? 1 0.2 2 0.2 
24 ?? 0 0 45 4.9 
25 ?????? 0 0 17 1.9 
26 ??????? 0 0 14 1.5 
27 ???????????? 0 0 8 0.9 
28 ???? 0 0 3 0.3 
29 ????? 0 0 3 0.3 
30 ?????? 0 0 2 0.2 





?????????????????????????JFL ?????? 12 ?????











????????????? Pathways Level 4 (Cengage)???The Martian 
Chronicles ??????????????????????????(Preparing to 
read)?????(Understanding the reading)???????????????????
??????????(Building and using vocabulary) 13?????(Predicting)?????
??????(Brainstorming)??????????????????????????
????? (Understanding main ideas) ?????? (Identifying meaning from 
context)???????????????????(Critical thinking) ????????
????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? Longman Academic Reading Level 2 

















? ?? JFL????? EFL????? 
1 ??????? 176 30.9 74 8.1 
2 ???????? 92 16.2 114 12.4 
3 ??? 92 16.2 105 11.5 
4 ?? 69 12.1 97 10.6 
5 ????? 38 6.7 122 13.3 
6 ??????? 38 6.7 101 11.0 
7 ??????? 33 5.8 75 8.2 
8 ???????? 17 3.0 84 9.2 
9 ???? 7 1.2 51 5.6 
10 ???? 3 0.5 2 0.2 
11 ?????? 2 0.4 35 3.8 
12 ?? 2 0.4 9 1.0 
13 ???????????? 0 0 29 3.2 
14 ????? 0 0 18 2.0 






















??????????????????? 338 (36.9%)???? B? 308 (33.6%)???
???? C ? 207 (29.5%)?????????????? A ????????? C ??
???????????? A ???? B ??????????????????JFL ?
???????????? A???? C???? B ??????????????? A
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?????? Readers ????????? 2339 ?? Readers ???????????
???????????????? Readers ????????? Cengage ?????
Cengage ? Readers 1022 ?????774 ????????????????????

















????? EFL ??????????????EFL ????????????????
??JFL?????? Readers?????? EFL???? 20?? 1????????
???????????EFL ??????????????????????JFL ??
???????????????????????????????????????






??? EFL?????? Readers??? 
??? Readers Fiction Non-Fiction
Cambridge 216 120 (55.6%) 96 (44.4%) 
Cengage 1022 248 (24.3%) 774 (75.7%)
MHE 128 118 (92.2%) 10 (7.8%) 
MLH 210 192 (91.4%) 18 (8.6%) 
Oxford 43614 364 (83.5%) 72 (16.5%) 
Pearson 327 264 (80.7%) 63 (19.3%) 
?? 2339 1306 (55.8%) 1033 (44.2%)
 
??? JFL?????? Readers??? 
??? Readers Fiction Non-Fiction 
??????????????? 78 59 (75.6%) 19 (24.4%) 
?????????? 45 31 (68.9%) 14 (31.1%) 




14 ????? Readers??????Oxford Reading Tree (ORT)????????????????ORT?
????????????????? 582????????????? 206????? 
－ 18 －
6. ???? 
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1 ?? 5 Haiku 5
2 ???? 4 One Thousand Dollars  1
3 ???? 3 Girl  1
4 ???????? 3 The Withered Arm 1
5 ? 3 Tess of the D'Urbervilles  1
6 ???? 3 The Adventures of Tom Sawyer  1
7 ??? 2 The Californian’s Tale 1
8 ?????  2 The Mask of the Red Death  1
9 ?????? 2 The Tell-Tale Heart  1
10 ????????? 2 Journey to the Center of the Earth 1
 
